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Abstract

Distribution system operators face a challenging environment marked by increased decen-

tralization, digitalization, and the decarbonization of transport and heating sectors. In

particular, the integration of large numbers of electric vehicles (EVs) will pose challenges

for distribution grid operation and planning. However, EVs also open the opportunity to

offer flexibility services to different actors in the electricity system using smart charging and

vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology. This work reviewed the scientific literature and key Eu-

ropean demonstrator projects on the proactive integration of EVs into distribution grids.

The main technical, economic, regulatory, and user-related aspects were analyzed and the

associated barriers identified. There is a broad scientific literature on the technical feasibil-

ity of EV flexibility provision and coordination schemes, which has as well been proved in

demonstrator projects, even though the required technologies for V2G (bidirectional charg-

ers, communication protocols) are not yet widespread. On the other hand, main barriers

are economic and institutional, largely due to a lack of regulatory frameworks to value flex-

ibility at distribution level and thus uncertainty on the value of these flexibility services. In

particular, this work analyzed four possible value frameworks (grid codes, connection agree-

ments, tariffs and market platforms) to use flexibility at the distribution level, and their

implementations with EV fleets in demonstrator projects.
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1. Introduction

Environmental challenges are pushing the electrification of the transport sector. Electric

vehicles (EV), if coupled with a low-carbon electricity generation matrix, can greatly reduce

CO2 emissions of the transport sector while also cutting the emissions of other atmospheric

pollutants, such as particulate matter and NOx, and noise levels [1]. These reasons have

prompted many governments and cities to adopt pro-EV measures [2], such as stricter CO2

emissions standards and low emission zones, that push car manufacturers to improve fuel

efficiency of combustion engines and develop new electric models. In Europe, car manu-

facturers need to respect an average fleet emission of 95 gCO2/km since 2020/21, which

represents, on average, a 21% reduction from 2018 emission values [3]. These factors have

spurred rapid growth of the EV market, with over 3.2 million EVs sold in 2020, an increase

of 43% from 2019 [4]. This trend is expected to continue, reaching over 200 millions EVs in

the streets by 2030, according to IEA’s favorable scenario [2].

On the other hand, distribution system operators (DSO) face significant challenges related

to the integration of distributed renewable energy sources (RES), such as wind farms and PV

panels, novel schemes to empower prosumers, such as energy communities, and cross-sector

electrification, such as heating and transport [5]. However, information and communication

technologies (ICTs) are enabling the control and monitoring of distributed energy resources
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Abbreviations

EV Electric vehicle

DSO Distribution system operator

TSO Transmission system operator

BRP Balancing responsible party

OEM Original equipment (automobile) manufacturers

RES Renewable energy sources

DER Distributed energy resources

PV Solar photovoltaic system

LV/MV/HV Low/medium/high voltage

NWA Non-wire alternative

V2X/G/H/B Vehicle-to-grid/home/building (bidirectional charging)

VGI Vehicle-Grid integration

SoC State-of-Charge

ICT Information and communication technologies

PCI Public charging infrastructure

EVSE Electric vehicle supply equipment (charging station)

LEM Local energy market

CEER Council of European energy regulators
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(DER), including EVs and RES, which can provide flexibility for improved operation and

planning of the power grids.

In particular, EV integration is set to impact distribution networks. These impacts can

be categorized as load and voltage issues. Additional EV load can increase active power

losses and create congestion in distribution grid assets. Overloading of transformers or lines

can cause equipment degradation and failure. Voltage issues affect the quality of service

delivered to end-users, which should be maintained in a suitable range (EN50160 standard

in Europe [6]). EV charging can create voltage drops and phase-unbalances beyond these

grid requirements. These impacts will depend on several factors including EV penetration

rate, grid topology, user behavior and tariff schemes [7]. To deal with these issues, DSOs

would need to invest in infrastructure reinforcement, upgrading transformers or lines to

alleviate congestion or keep the voltage within the required boundaries. Note that these

same constraints can arise due to the integration of other DERs as well, such as distributed

generation or electrical heating devices [8].

Even though EVs carry impacts for power systems, they also carry great flexibility po-

tential. In this context, flexibility is defined as a controlled power adjustment sustained

for a required duration [9]. EVs are idle over 80% of the time [10] and their average daily

consumption can be charged in under 3 hours with a standard 3.7 kVA home charger [11].

This leaves ample margin for controlling the charging process (smart charging) and even

using the EV as a storage system that can give power back to the home (V2H), building

(V2B) or the grid (V2G). In the case of distribution grids, EV flexibility can be used to de-

fer or avoid costly infrastructure reinforcements, with great economic savings. My Electric

Avenue project estimated that by 2050 a third of low voltage (LV) grids in the UK would

need reinforcements (with an EV uptake at 40-70%), but a simple coordination system could

generate up to £2.2 billion in investment savings [12].

To fully make use EV flexibility, a series of technical and economic factors must first

be addressed. In particular, a framework for the procurement of flexibility by DSOs has

to be created. This type of framework exists for the procurement of flexibility services by

transmission system operators (TSO) in the form of balancing markets. The rules governing

these markets are evolving to allow DERs to participate as service providers [13]. However,
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at distribution level, the mechanisms to procure flexibility for the operation and planning of

the grid are still under development.

This works seeks to analyze the key aspects to address for proactive integration of EVs

into distribution systems by providing flexibility for grid operation and planning. The main

contribution of this work is the identification of the associated main technical, economic and

regulatory barriers, as well as emerging opportunities that mobilize the latest developments

in exploitation of flexibility at the local level.

This paper starts by presenting the methodological analysis framework, followed by a

detailed analysis of its technical, economic, regulatory and social components. A discussion

summarizing the key barriers to exploiting EV flexibility at the local level and potential

leads for future research arising from recent regulatory developments in Europe concludes

the paper.

2. Methodological analysis framework

EVs will integrate the smart grid ecosystem, where they will interact with other emerging

technologies, such RES and stationary batteries (BESS), as well as with various stakehold-

ers, such as aggregators (an agent that controls a pool of flexibility resources, such as EVs,

to participate in electricity markets or to offer flexibility to other market players) and sys-

tem operators (DSOs, TSOs). The complex interactions between all these agents depend

on many factors, including technological developments, economic relationships, regulatory

frameworks and EV-user preferences and behavior. To properly analyze these interactions, a

methodological framework, proposed in [14] for PV-EV synergies, was adapted and applied

to the EV-distribution grid relationship.

By reviewing the scientific literature and the results and recommendations of main Eu-

ropean demonstrator projects concerning smart grids and electric vehicle grid integration

(VGI), key factors to address in order to exploit EV flexibility were identified, as shown in

Figure 1. These aspects can be divided in technical, economic, regulatory and user-related

aspects.

Technical aspects consist on the strategies adopted to use EV flexibility, and how they are

implemented. These strategies are applied in a given spatial configuration of the electrical
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Figure 1: Analytical framework, adapted from [14]

grid, from user-centered (behind-the-meter), to the local network (LV and MV distribution

grids) or system-wide level (transmission level, wholesale markets). Additionally, VGI will

be determined by the technological environment in which it develops, which encompasses

the EV charging technology, the interaction with other DERs, and governing ICT standards

and requirements.

Understanding economic and regulatory aspects is crucial for successful EV integration

and robust business models for flexibility services. The main aspects are related to evolving

policy and regulation to allow and encourage flexibility trading at distribution level, not

only for EVs but for other types of demand response mechanisms as well, to how innovative

frameworks for flexibility procurement can be implemented at the distribution level and to

interactions between stakeholders.

Finally, the implementation of any flexibility service will depend on end-user behavior

(how EVs are used and charged) and acceptance of the control strategy. While these aspects

are often overlooked or misrepresented in academic studies, they are key to the success of

its deployment [15].
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3. Technical aspects

3.1. Control and aggregation

Smart control is the main lever to exploit EV flexibility and it refers to the technical

implementation of EV charging strategies for flexibility provision. Key characteristics are

the strategy objective, the control mode, the coordination method and aggregation issues.

3.1.1. Strategy objective

The strategy objective is the core of smart control. It sets the management of the EV

charging process to respond to the user or another agent needs. The objective can represent a

monetary or a physical quantity and may be directly tied to the flexibility services potentially

offered to the agents. There are many proposed strategy objectives that may interest various

stakeholders [16]:

• For end-users: Optimizing EV charging costs and management of electricity bills and

assets (by means of V2H/V2B). This can consider increasing self-consumption of local

renewable generation and optimizing the contracted power.

• For DSOs: Management of grid assets (congestion and voltage support), power losses

minimization, valley filling and phase balancing (in LV grids).

• For TSOs or Balancing Responsible Parties (BRPs): Provision of balancing services

(including frequency regulation), optimization of system-wide generation costs and

RES support.

Several objectives can be targeted jointly, such as optimizing end-user costs while safe-

guarding the limits of the distribution grid operation, thus needing a hierarchy or common

value system to discriminate among them. For an in-depth review of algorithms and objec-

tives for smart charging and V2G, refer to [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

3.1.2. Control mode

Control mode refers how the strategy objective is implemented in the EV environment.

It sets a strategy objective with diverse constraints coming from end-users (charging require-

ments, EV technology), distribution grids (capacity limits, voltages standards) or other tech-

nologies (RES generation), all in a mathematical model. Control mode can be set through
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optimization, heuristics or hybrid techniques, and is applied in different time frames, either

scheduling (day-ahead or intra-day) or in real-time.

Optimization techniques seek to minimize (or maximize) an objective function, represent-

ing the strategy objective of EV charging, subjected to a set of constraints. For example a

charging strategy could search to minimize charging costs, constrained to a certain minimum

state-of-charge (SoC) of the battery at the end of the charging process, or to respect the

operating limits of the grid, such as current and voltage limits. Optimization techniques are

usually used for day-ahead or intra-day scheduling of EV charging. According to the model

employed they require forecast data, namely EV energy requirements, arrival and departure

times, electricity prices, load profiles, RES generation, among others [22]. Most models are

deterministic, assuming accurate forecasts. To represent uncertainty, stochastic optimization

can be used by modeling several scenarios coming from different forecasts, though this tech-

nique is computationally more demanding [23]. Real-time optimization can be implemented

to account for forecast errors, but it can be computational burdensome for large-scale fleets

[24]

Heuristic techniques use a set of rules or algorithms to determine the charging process.

These type of algorithms are usually used in real-time control, as they are easier to implement

and often require less data or communication than optimization methods. Heuristics tech-

niques come in many forms, for example, [25] proposed a rule-based algorithm for thermal

management of a neighborhood MV/LV transformer, [26] proposed a droop-based controller

for real-time voltage and local congestion management using only local measurements and

[27] proposed an algorithm based on game-theory to jointly reduce transformer overloading,

grid losses and charging costs for the end-user.

Finally, hybrid techniques combine both optimization and heuristic approaches, usually

in a two-stage process. In [28], the authors implemented a two-stage hierarchical control

strategy, where the upper stage runs local congestion management using optimization over

an aggregated EV fleet, and the lower stage implements decentralized voltage support us-

ing heuristics. Similarly, [29] proposed a day-ahead optimal fleet management to minimize

network charges for DSOs, followed by a real-time fuzzy-logic control method that tries to

follow the programmed schedule.
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3.1.3. Coordination method

Smart control strategies often require the coordination of large EV fleets, which can

be done in a centralized or decentralized manner. In centralized control, the entire fleet

is commanded by a single central entity. This coordination method has the advantage of

leading to globally optimal solutions, thus supporting higher EV penetration rates, but at

a cost of higher communication, infrastructure, and data transfers requirements, as well as

increasing computational requirements when the aggregated number of EVs increases. In

decentralized control, charging decisions are taken by each EV, based on local measures

or with limited information exchange with a central aggregator. This method can arrive

at similar outcomes (near-optimal) to centralized control, especially at low EV penetration

rates, and has lower ICT requirements. However, it may not provide optimal responses with

higher EV penetration or under forecast errors [30][27].

3.1.4. Aggregation

The control strategy can be implemented by an aggregator who will act as the inter-

mediary between EVs and electricity markets or system operators. The aggregator will be

responsible for gathering the flexibility of distributed resources, offering it to markets/market

agents, and then controlling the pool of resources accordingly (i.e., implementing the strat-

egy, control, and coordination methods previously discussed).

Aggregators need to assess and propose a flexibility offer to market agents which trans-

mits the ability to provide flexibility in a concise manner [31][24]. A flexibility offer is usually

comprised by an expected load profile and a space of possible deviations from it. This re-

quires advanced forecasting and modeling of the flexibility resources, which in the case of EV

fleets means knowledge of the users’ driving and charging behavior and modeling of technical

constraints. Flexibility aggregation allows other market agents (DSOs, TSOs) to optimize

their operations without facing all the technical constraints from the distributed resources.

3.2. Spatial configuration

The control strategy is applied within a given spatial configuration: behind-the-meter,

distribution grid or system-wide. At each level, flexibility will be used to meet the require-

ments of different stakeholders and will require control over different EV fleet sizes.
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3.2.1. Behind-the-meter

Behind-the-meter strategies consist on applications for end-users, behind the point of

connection to the distribution grid. Applications have been proposed for homes (V2H), resi-

dential and work buildings (V2B) [32][33], parking lots, and more [34]. EV flexibility can be

used for bill optimization based on electricity tariffs, for load management based on maxi-

mum connection capacity, for increasing self-consumption of renewable energy (mainly from

rooftop PV), and also as a backup power system (islanding capacity) [14][35]. These strate-

gies are designed for households, controlling one or two EVs, and for residential buildings or

commercial/industrial facilities, controlling small EV fleets.

3.2.2. Distribution grid

Distribution grids supply electricity to end-customers and serve as point of connection

for industry and small/medium-scale distributed generation facilities, like wind and solar

farms. They distribute electricity from the transmission system to end-users via MV (2 to

36 kV) and LV grids (230V phase-to-ground in Europe, 110V in the US) [36].1

EV flexibility can serve for local congestion management and voltage regulation in MV

and LV grids. Phase balancing in LV grids (due to single-phase connections of end-users)

as well as valley-filling or peak shaving services, can serve to improve quality of service and

reduce active losses in the grid [37].

Flexibility at the distribution level can be used at various timeframes. At the medium-

to long-term, flexible assets can defer or avoid grid reinforcements (such as transformers and

feeders) by reducing congestion or voltage issues. At the operational time-frame, flexibility

assets can improve reliability of the grid during congestion periods, for example due to sea-

sonal peak load or high local renewable generation, during scheduled maintenance, which can

temporarily reduce network capacity, and during post-fault (restoration) events [38][39][40].

Applications at distribution level would need to manage dozens of EVs in LV grids,

equivalent to tens to hundreds of kW (neighborhood scale in Europe), up to hundreds or

even thousands of EVs in MV grids, equivalent to several MW (mid-size urban neighborhood

or large rural areas).

1In some countries distribution can also include the high voltage (HV) grid up to 110kV [36]
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3.2.3. System-wide level

At system-wide level, the main concerns are efficient and secure operation of the regional

or national power system. For this, electricity markets are organized at various timeframes.

At longer timeframes, capacity markets ensure sufficient generation is available to cope

with peak demand. On operational time-frames (day-ahead and intraday) energy is traded

among market participants. Finally, to ensure secure and reliable operation, TSOs implement

balancing markets to procure reserves that can be activated in real-time if unbalances are

detected between demand and supply.

EV flexibility can serve to provide system-wide services such as frequency containment

reserves and energy arbitrage for BRPs, and can serve the capacity market as demand side

response. Provision of balancing reserves using EV fleets has been done commercially in the

PJM interconnection (US) since 2013 [41] and in demonstrator projects such as Parker in

Denmark [42] or GridMotion in France [43]. Energy arbitrage consists in adapting the charg-

ing process according to BRPs’ strategies in the electricity markets, thus capturing value

from price differences in the electricity market [44]. This can provide benefits for operation

of the electricity system, reducing generation costs [45] and supporting the integration of

renewable energy [46].

However, if not managed correctly, the activation of flexibility for system-wide purposes

can create congestion at the distribution level. For example, EVs providing frequency re-

sponse services to the TSO [47] or reacting to low electricity prices due to high renewable

generation periods can increase congestion in the distribution grid due to synchronized charg-

ing of EVs [48].

Facilitating renewable integration by means of smart charging and V2G is a topic relevant

to all levels of the grid. For end-users, EV-PV complementarities can help them reduce their

energy bills, and self-consumption at the residential or district level can improve renewable

grid integration [49]. The coordination of EV charging and local renewable generation can

reduce voltage issues and congestion of grid assets at the distribution level, and at the

transmission level it can improve the operation of the generation fleet, increasing RES hosting

capacity and/or reducing RES curtailment [50].

Figure 2 summarizes the different flexibility services to be provided by EVs.
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Figure 2: Main flexibility services to be provided by EVs

3.3. Technological Environment

EVs will integrate a rapidly changing environment as new technologies break through.

The smart grid paradigm is changing the operation of distribution networks, opening up the

possibility of synergies between EVs and other technologies. Core factors in the technology

environment can be classified into EV charging technologies, network technologies and ICTs.

OEMs need to know the technical requirements regarding charging equipment and ICTs that

have to be developed and deployed in future EVs to make them smart grid compliant.

3.3.1. EV charging technology

Charging technology and its deployment have a direct effect on the impacts of EVs in

power systems and in the flexibility services that they can provide.

An AC/DC converter system is required to charge the battery, which can be implemented

on-board (inside the EV) or off-board (in the charging station, EVSE). To implement ad-

vanced smart charging and V2G, a dedicated EVSE is required for control and protection

functions (mode 3 for AC or mode 4 for DC charging, according to IEC 61851-1 standard

[51]).

Charging technology characteristics and capabilities will affect EV integration. EVs are

large loads: a single-phase home charging station (3.7 to 7.4 kVA) is in the range of a typical

household and can have significant impacts in LV grids. Increasing charging power (for
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example from 3.7 to 7.4 kVA) can create greater stress in the distribution grid [52], but it

can also increase the flexibility potential of EV fleets. For example, moving from 3 kVA

chargers to 7 or 11 kVA ones can increase frequency response provision by EV fleets [25][44].

There are other technical characteristics that can affect the flexibility potential of EVs, such

as accuracy to control signals, response times and efficiency of the charging equipment. The

efficiency of charging equipment is extremely important, as high energy losses during charging

and discharging processes may hinder the economic viability of V2G-based flexibility services

[53].

Capabilities of charging equipment will also determine the flexibility services that EVs

will be able to provide. Proposed smart control strategies take advantage of various capa-

bilities that are not yet universally deployed in EVs and charging infrastructures, such as

bidirectional flows and reactive power provision. Bidirectional chargers are needed to ex-

ploit V2X and use EVs as distributed storage units, but currently there are few bidirectional

chargers and compatible EVs available in the market. Technical challenges (in particular

improving round-trip efficiency) and high costs still need to be overcome [15]. Control-

lable reactive power provision has been proposed for voltage regulation at LV and MV grids

[54][55], but today’s chargers do not provide this capability. This may change with ongoing

R&D by OEMs, since this feature could be required by grid codes for bidirectional chargers.

Renault, for example, tested a grid-code compliant on-board V2G charger[56].

Finally, battery degradation may represent a major impediment to V2G-based services,

as V2G-induced additional battery cycling can reduce the battery’s lifespan. Battery aging

may significantly impact the viability of business models for flexibility services, and is a

major factor in end-user acceptance of V2G [57]. Battery degradation is a complex process,

ruled principally by two behaviors: calendar aging, dependent on temperature and SoC at

storage, and cycling aging, dependent on power throughput, depth of discharge and other

factors [58]. Recent studies have shown that V2G might significantly reduce battery life if

not used properly [59], but have only minor effects if its usage is limited (20 times a year

for energy-intensive services like peak-shaving, or for low-impact frequency response) [60]. If

peak shaving services are used daily, they can have significant impact on battery degradation

[61].
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Algorithms and best practices have been proposed to enhance battery life with smart

charging and V2G, but further studies are needed for accurate battery characterization and

experimental validation, as they are chemical composition dependent and most results come

from simulations [58][62].

3.3.2. Smart grid technologies

EVs will interact with other technologies in future smart grids, where different flexibility

resources will actively help improving the operation of distribution grids. The main tech-

nologies are RES, other flexibility sources, such as BESS and demand response, and network

technologies that allow improved operation and control of grid topology (such as soft open

points [63], LV on-load tap changers and other power electronics equipment [64]).

The interaction of EVs and distributed generation has been widely studied at differ-

ent levels. By using renewable energy to charge the EVs, synergies may appear, allowing

increased penetration rates of both technologies, and reducing curtailed renewable energy

[65][66][67][50]. V2G-capable EVs can also increase the integration of other technologies,

such as heat pumps in residential neighborhoods [68].

Other flexibility technologies such as BESS and demand response mechanisms can sup-

port EV integration, acting as complementary flexibility sources. Aggregators can group

different assets together, such as EVs, BESS and demand response, to participate in local or

wholesale energy and flexibility markets. This would enable aggregators to reduce risk, by

relying on other resources when EVs are unavailable. Second-life EV batteries can be used

for distribution grid support services, thus allowing increased EV penetration and fostering

a flexibility asset ecosystem throughout the EV battery value-chain [69][70].

3.3.3. Information and communication technologies

Future smart grids need advanced ICT systems. The development of grid services requires

advanced metering, control, and transactional communication involving several agents: EVs,

aggregators, DSOs, TSOs, market operators, and other market players. Communication

protocols and infrastructure need to be defined and deployed for the provision of flexibility

services [22][71].

First, DSOs cannot develop flexibility services without greater visibility of their grids,
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i.e. grid status monitoring at near-real time resolution. Greater grid visibility will provide a

better knowledge of grid utilization and flexibility services requirements. Smart meters are

being deployed in many parts of the world, but with a variety of technical characteristics that

may not be suitable for flexibility services settlement. In particular, smart meters frequency

sampling should be aligned with flexibility trading periods and serve as settlement meters

in order to avoid extra costs for participation in flexibility mechanisms [22]. Recent projects

have found that requirements on settlement meters for DERs may undermine the economic

viability of these solutions [72][15].

Second, communication protocols are required between different infrastructures and stake-

holders: EVs, EVSE, flexibility aggregators, DSO/TSO, and commercial stakeholders such

as charge point operators (CPO), e-Mobility service providers, in addition to OEMs or third

party data servers and end-user interfaces [73],

The core EV-related communication protocols can be classified in front-end protocols,

between the EV and EVSE, and back-end protocols, between EVSE and a third party such as

CPO or aggregator (see Figure 3). EV flexibility requires the development of open (instead

of proprietary) and widely-accepted protocols that support the advanced communication

requirements of smart charging and V2G while keeping high standards for data security and

privacy. However, recent smart charging implementations did not have access to relevant

charging session information such as SoC or battery sizes, limiting smart charging algorithms

(see [74][75]), and currently there are multiple competing protocols without full V2G sup-

port. Upcoming releases of open communication protocols, such as ISO 15118-20 standard

(between EVSE and EV), and OCPP 2.0 or IEC 63110 (between EVSE and aggregator or

CPO), will allow advanced communication between different stakeholders, including V2G

support, and garner broad industry support [71][76]. While smart charging is already possi-

ble for most EVs, widespread commercialization of V2G-ready EVs and EVSEs is expected

only for 2025 [77].2 For an in-depth discussion of EV-related protocols, see [73] and [71].

ICT requirements may differ for different smart control services. Frequency regulation ser-

vices require high-resolution frequency measurements and low latency communication to be

2Currently, only EVs using CHAdeMO are V2G-compatible, which are less common in Europe [78].
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Figure 3: Main communication links for flexibility services, based from [73] and [7]

able to respond according to frequency dynamics. This may not be the case for distribution-

level congestion management, as thermal dynamics work in slower timeframes. Coordination

schemes also affect communication requirements: centralized schemes require greater data

exchange between the central controller (aggregator or other stakeholder) while decentral-

ized control schemes work with less information exchange and may distribute computational

capabilities.

Stakeholders should aim to identify the ICT requirements to monitor and control flexible

sources in the grid, and work for common and open source ICT protocols and standards

suitable for smart charging and V2G.

Table 1 overviews the main technical requirements for flexibility services.

4. Economic aspects

4.1. Flexibility procurement framework

EV flexibility today is exploited commercially by aggregators in existing markets, i.e.

energy management and system balancing [43][79]. However, there is still no widely accepted

framework for the use of flexibility at distribution level. Different frameworks have been

proposed in the literature and in demonstrator projects. According to CEER, models for

flexibility procurement by DSOs can be divided in the following categories [80]:
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Table 1: Technical requirements of EV flexibility services

Customer Service Charger capability* Duration ICT**

End-User

Bill optimization SC Hours Smart meter, HEMS

Self-consumption SC, V2X Hours HEMS

Back-up power V2X Hours, Days None

DSO

Voltage regulation Q, V2X, SC Continuous Low (decentralized)

Congestion management V2X, SC 15 min to 2h Medium (DSO-Agg-EVSE)

Fault-restoration V2X 30min to 3h Medium (DSO-Agg-EVSE)

BRP/TSO

Balancing V2X
1-15min

Fast activation
High

Energy Arbitrage SC 15min-hours Depending on coordination

* SC: Smart charging (unidirectional). V2X: bidirectional charging. Q: reactive power compensation.

**Agg: Aggregator. HEMS: Home Energy Management System

4.1.1. Rules-based approach

This refers to grid codes that define the technical requirements for grid connection. They

are used mainly to maintain the security and stability of the electricity grid, such as discon-

nection under fault conditions or harmonic distortion limits.

Imposing smart charging or V2G through grid codes might not be viable, as it may impose

a barrier to the development of market-based flexibility services. However, reactive power

compensation for voltage regulation (Volt-VAr regulation) could be made a requirement for

V2G-capable EVs, as it is already a requirement for power injecting DER (such as PV panels)

in some countries [64][81] and is supported by the IEEE 1547 Standard [82]. It has also been

proposed as a connection requirement for unidirectional EV charging infrastructure [81][55],

though it may unfairly burden grid access for EVs, as other loads do not have to comply with

this requirement, and may prove a barrier to the technological development of innovative

services (like dynamic reactive power control).

Grid codes are defined at a regional or national level. While many aspects are shared

across countries, there are still differences among requirements and varied treatment for

emerging technologies, such as storage and EVs [83]. Compliance with diverse national grid

codes may present a barrier for the massive deployment of V2G-capable EVs by OEMs with

international presence, as well as creating issues with EVs that can move across national or

regional borders (see Section 5.1.2).
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4.1.2. Connection agreements

In this arrangement DSOs work with customers to form an agreement for the provision of

flexibility. Connection agreements have been successfully implemented for congestion man-

agement using smart connections for renewable generation in Europe [84][85][86]. Generators

with a smart connection are interruptible, which means they can be (partially) curtailed if

there is local congestion, but benefit from lower connection costs and shorter delays. Ar-

rangements for EV charging infrastructure can take two approaches: interruptible contracts

or variable capacity contracts (VCC).

Interruptible contracts, similar to those for renewable generation, can (partially) curtail

EV charging infrastructure according to system conditions. This type of contract leaves

direct control of the EV charging process to DSOs, and presents the risk of precluding EV

mobility needs, thus potentially meeting with lower user acceptance. My Electric Avenue

project tested an interruptible solution where a system temporarily curtailed EV charging

to respect the limits on the local grid infrastructure [12].

VCCs provide the customer with a variable maximum power they can withdraw from

the grid according to a schedule (either fixed or dynamic) set by the DSO, while benefiting

them with lower network tariffs. For example, users can have a reduced maximum capacity

during peak load hours but an increased maximum capacity during off-peak hours [87], as

shown in Figure 4. This type of contract has recently been proposed for residential users

in Spain, where customers can choose a higher subscribed capacity for off-peak hours (from

midnight to 8 AM) [88].

Figure 4: Example of variable capacity contract. Adapted from [87]
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A VCC solution for EVs was demonstrated in the FlexPower project in Amsterdam for

PCI. In this project, PCIs have a reduced charging capacity during the evening peak load

time but benefit from increased capacity during the rest of the day, thus reducing congestion

and optimizing EV charging times during the rest of the day. Results have shown minimal

impact for users who charge during peak hours while increasing the energy charged by users

who charge during off-peak hours [89]. In the Electric Nation project an aggregator-based

VCC was implemented. The aggregator managed the charging process of fleets of over 250

EVs to follow a capacity limit curve provided by the DSO, that emulated the spare capacity

on a MV feeder [74]. A similar aggregator-based solution was implemented for PCIs in one

of the Invade project demonstrators [75].

These contracts have been proposed mainly to deal with grid congestion and investment

deferral, but they could also be used for local voltage support, for example, by providing

faster connections for EV charging infrastructure if they provide reactive power compensa-

tion.

4.1.3. Network tariffs

Network tariffs are used to recover the cost of operating and planning distribution and

transmission grids, and they are one component of end-user retail prices along with energy

costs and taxes and levies. Network costs represent an average of 25% of the electricity bill

in Europe [90]. Tariffs should reflect the costs of the distribution system, giving incentives

to develop of different forms of demand side response mechanisms [91], and they are one of

the main levers to incite end-users to adopt smart charging or V2G strategies to reduce their

energy bills in a behind-the-meter fashion.

Network tariff structure can be broken down into energy-based charges (related to the

energy consumed by the customer, in €/kWh), capacity-based charges (related to the con-

tracted or maximum power of a customer, in €/kW), and fixed charge (related to each

point of connection, in €), with most countries in Europe presenting a mix of these charges.

Differences in network tariffs will impact end-customer DER adoption and EV charging

strategies [92][93]. Furthermore, tariffs can be temporally and geographically differentiated,

with different rates for time periods, such as peak and off-peak, or grid zones.
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Energy-based tariffs can depend on when the energy is consumed by the customer, such

as Time-of-Use (ToU) or critical peak pricing tariffs, which provide lower prices during off-

peak hours and higher prices during peak hours. ToU tariffs have been widely studied in the

EV smart charging literature. Most studies conclude that simple two- or three-rate tariffs

(on-peak, off-peak and super-off-peak) can reduce congestion issues in distribution grids in

low EV penetration scenarios, by shifting the charging process to off-peak hours. However,

in high-penetration scenarios they can create even higher peaks due to a synchronization of

EV charging at off-peak periods [94][55][95], or with other controllable loads such as electric

water heaters or heat pumps [96].

Retail tariffs can reflect both network and energy price signals with high temporal gran-

ularity. Dynamic electricity tariffs linked to (sub)-hourly wholesale electricity prices are

already practised in several countries in Europe, such as Spain, Norway, [97] and the UK

[98]. However, this type of dynamic pricing can still present high load peaks from EVs as they

concentrate the charging process on low-price hours [99] and may not necessarily correlate

to local congestion periods in the distribution grid. This is especially true in high-renewable

systems, where wholesale electricity prices are not correlated to total (or local) demand [95],

thus potentially further increasing the need for distribution network reinforcements [48].

Thus, challenges arise if only system-wide signals are passed to end-user tariffs.

Currently, significant research is being carried out on distribution locational marginal

prices (DLMPs) [100][101][102][103], where the price of electricity reflects the costs of pro-

ducing and delivering electricity at each node of the distribution grid (nodal marginal pric-

ing). Depending on the formulation, DLMP-based frameworks account for line capacities,

voltage limits, active losses and even reactive power. These frameworks can reflect the dis-

tribution grid conditions, but they are also difficult to implement in practice, especially in

Europe where most countries do not even use nodal prices at the transmission level. Note

that DLMPs can create issues for the transparency and stability of end-user tariffs [9][104].

Also, they can go against the equalization principles that exist in network tariffs in some Eu-

ropean countries, like France [105] or the Netherlands[106], as DLMPs can make customers

connected in weaker, more congested grids, experience higher grid tariffs.

Capacity-based tariffs charge customers according to their contracted capacity or their
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maximum demand during a given period (demand charges). With this type of tariffs, users

are given the incentives to adopt strategies to reduce their maximum consumption. If demand

charges are computed at the peak-load period (coincidental demand charges), they can help

reduce congestion in the distribution grid [93]. However, capacity tariffs can pose other

problems, such as creating a barrier to the development of fast-charging stations that may

be required to ensure EV adoption [107].

Currently, most network tariffs respond to system-wide criteria, such as system-wide

peak load. This is shown in Table 2, detailing network tariffs for residential customers in

selected countries in Europe (end-users tariffs need to account for energy costs and taxes

and levies as well). Most countries have static network tariffs, with fixed on-peak/off-peak

periods throughout the year and no geographical differentiation. It is thus necessary to

develop tariffs with higher temporal and geographic granularity that can provide signals for

a better utilisation of distribution grids [108][91][104]. For example, [109] proposed a network

tariff for Spain based on compounded peak/off-peak tariffs at the different voltage levels, thus

reflecting both transmission and distribution constrained periods. Likewise, New York utility

ConEdison tested a residential retail tariff that considered dynamic day-ahead electricity

prices for the energy component plus both transmission and distribution coincidental peak

charges independently for network charges [110]. Network tariffs can provide incentives to

end-users to reduce congestion in the distribution grid, but they might be less suitable for

other flexibility services like voltage regulation or phase balancing in LV grids.

Table 2: Network tariffs for residential customers in selected countries (≤ 10 kW or equivalent).

Country Tariff type E. type* Cap. type* Locational signal Temporal signal

France [105] E+C+F Seasonal ToU (2) Subscribed cap. Local (substation level) Static

UK [111] E+C+F ToU (3) Subscribed cap. Uniform within DSO Static

Germany [112] E Flat - - -

Netherlands [106] C - Subscribed cap. - -

Belgium [113] E ToU (2) Uniform within DSO Static

Spain [88] E+C+F Seasonal ToU (2) Subscribed cap. Uniform within DSO Static

E: Energy, C: Capacity, F: Fixed, ToU: Time-of-Use

* Parenthesis indicates the number of pricing periods.
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4.1.4. Market-based

In this approach, DSOs explicitly procure flexibility services from a market, either via

long-term bilateral contracts or via a short-term market platform. This approach is preferred

by regulators [80].

Bilateral contracts can enable flexibility procurement for medium- to long-term hori-

zons. In this case, DSOs identify in advance the flexibility requirements enabling to defer

or avoid costly reinforcements or improve grid operation (for planned maintenance or fault-

restoration) and procure flexibility through long-term contracts. This type of contract can

be signed between DSOs and flexibility providers after a tender process, or through over-

the-counter contracts if there are no sufficient conditions for market formation.

This approach has been adopted by the UK’s DSOs. UKPN, the London-area DSO,

adopted a ”flexibility first” policy towards all new investments in MV and HV (over 10 kV).

They have identified grid sections where the use of flexibility during certain critical periods

(usually in winter, during peak load) could help defer reinforcements, and have subsequently

organized tender processes to procure flexibility from distributed sources since 2018. This

market is supported by the flexibility platform PicloFlex, for which Figure 5 gives a screen-

shot depicting the flexibility requirements for a tender zone. Similar processes have been

led by the other UK’s DNOs [114] and by French DSO Enedis [115], in an effort to contract

flexibility for services including congestion management for investment deferral, reactive

power compensation and fault-restoration services. Similarly, New York state utilities are

using request for proposals for investment deferral though their non-wire alternatives (NWA)

programs [116].

Flexibility trading within shorter timeframes, such as day-ahead or intraday, have been

proposed in the literature and in various demonstrator and pilot projects in the form of

flexibility market platforms and local energy markets.

The first commercial implementations of short-term local flexibility trading are Enera

(Germany) [118] and GOPACS (Netherlands) [119], where DSOs and TSOs procure flexibility

to manage RES-driven congestion, supported by existing energy trading market platforms

(EPEX Spot for Enera and ETPA for GOPACS). EV aggregators participating in these

market platforms can provide flexibility to DSOs by offering location-specific bids.
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the PicloFlex flexibility platform, showing the flexibility requirements during winter

2020 in the London Area. [117]

The INVADE demonstrator project developed a flexibility management platform to con-

trol batteries and EVs to support higher penetration of renewable energy. Via this platform

flexibility services are proposed for end-users (behind-the-meter services), DSOs (congestion

management and voltage regulation) and BRPs (energy arbitrage) [120]. Likewise, the In-

terflex project studied flexibility provision by EV aggregators at the LV level implementing

a day-ahead and intraday local flexibility market in its Netherlands demonstrator [121].

On a more local level, local energy markets (LEM) are marketplaces that allow peer-

to-peer energy and flexibility trading by end-users (prosumers) at community level. By

considering distribution grid constraints, LEMs are expected to help balancing the local

grid. The EMPOWER project demonstrated a LEM, developing a pool-oriented platform to

buy and sell energy and flexibility at the local level. In this project, a smart energy service

provider fulfills the central role of the LEM, by managing the trading platform and acting

as an aggregator of end-users assets that can respond to flexibility requests from the DSO

and participate in wholesale energy markets [122].

A market-based approach raises the issue of product definition and procurement. For this,

flexibility products should be defined, in particular the power (active or reactive), duration

and location requirements. A settlement period according to the services and flexibility

sources characteristics (ideally close to real-time to consider uncertainty) also have to be

defined, along with consumption baselines for flexibility settlement that have to be accepted
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by all stakeholders [22]. Furthermore, the product definition should not pose barriers to

entry to distributed flexibility resources, for example by setting over-high bid size thresholds

or duration requirements [80][123].

Local market platforms also require advanced technical capabilities from DSOs, such as

demand forecasting with high spatial granularity [124] and LV state estimators to monitor

the grid in (near) real-time to activate flexibility [125].

Flexibility platforms have great potential to enable new business models to emerge. How-

ever, they are only possible where there are enough participants to create a competitive

market, thus making them unsuitable to solve issues in small areas without many flexibility

assets, or where a small market size can produce (prohibitively) high transaction costs [80].

Note that multiple alternatives can coexist, like flexibility market platforms, where ag-

gregators would trade end-user flexibility to other electricity system actors (DSOs, BRPs,

TSOs), alongside advanced electricity tariffs and flexible contracts that would incite cus-

tomers to actively manage their consumption. [126] analyzed nine mechanisms for conges-

tion management at the DSO level using EV flexibility, based on combinations of four basic

frameworks for flexibility (interruptible contracts, advanced tariffs, VCCs and flexibility mar-

kets). Dynamic electricity tariffs coupled with flexible contracts or flexibility markets, are

able to solve DSO grid congestion with little to no impact on end-users.

Based on our analysis, Table 3 provides a summary of the value frameworks that can

enable the provision of different flexibility services by EVs. Congestion management can

be tackled through various solutions, including local flexibility markets and network tariffs.

On the contrary, voltage issues require more research to develop flexibility procurement

frameworks.

5. Regulatory aspects

5.1. Regulation and Policy

5.1.1. DSO roles and responsibilities

Historically, the DSOs operated radial grids with unidirectional power flows from the

transmission grid to end-users, where main concerns (congestion and voltage issues) were

addressed by investing in grid reinforcements through a “fit-and-forget” approach. This
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Table 3: Flexibility services to be provided by EVs and the associated value frameworks.

Customer Level Service
Value

Framework

End-User
Behind-

the-meter
Bill optimization Grid tariffs

Back-up power End-user reliability

DSO

LV

Phase unbalance

Voltage regulation

Grid codes

?

Congestion management

Grid tariffs

Flexible contracts

LEM

MV
Voltage regulation

Congestion management

Grid tariffs

Flexible contracts

Flexibility tenders

Local flexibility markets

MV/LV Fault restoration
Bilateral contracts

Flexibility tenders

TSO/BRP System-wide
Balancing services

Energy arbitrage

Imbalance compensation

Balancing markets

Energy markets
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approach was compounded by a regulatory framework that remunerated DSOs based on

their capital expenditures (CAPEX), inciting them to invest in costly infrastructure to solve

grid issues instead of using operational measures (OPEX).

However, the surge of DERs and digitalization is shifting DSOs roles and responsibilities

towards more proactive grid operation [5][127]. With this approach, flexibility management

at local level can provide more efficient use of existing assets, deferring or avoiding the need

for costly infrastructure and reducing the risk of stranded assets in the event of uncertain

load growth evolution [128]. This requires adapting current grid planning and operation

practices to consider flexible assets.

Regulatory frameworks need to evolve to incite DSOs to implement smart and flexible

solutions at local level as cost efficiency measures, thus moving beyond a CAPEX-based

to a TOTEX-based (total expenditure) framework, with incentives to improve quality of

service and innovation. This vision has been set out by a number of stakeholders, from

academics [22][127][129] and regulators [130][131][132], to DSOs themselves [5][39]. An ex-

ample of this shift is the UK’s performance-based network regulatory framework RIIO (Rev-

enue=Incentives+Innovation+Outputs) that incites DSOs to create value for end-customers

instead of just investing in new assets [133].

In particular, the European Clean Energy Package [134] represents an important step in

policy evolution as it demands DSOs the active management of flexibility resources, which

would significantly reduce network costs and improve reliability. European regulators see

future DSOs as neutral market facilitators, similar to the roles taken by TSOs in Europe,

enabling different DERs to participate in energy and flexibility markets, at both the local

and system-wide level. It also restricts the actions of DSOs, as it bars them from directly

owning or operating flexibility resources (including storage and EV charging infrastructure)

[80], unless there is a market failure [127].

The need for flexibility management is also acknowledged outside Europe. In the US,

California’s Smart Grid [135] and New York’s Reforming Energy Vision [136] initiatives have

pushed utilities to adopt DERs in their operation and planning phases and implement NWAs

as an alternative to grid investments [137].

The regulatory framework in the US, with vertically integrated utilities, allows utilities
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to have ownership and direct control of DERs, as well as direct contact with end-customers.

However, their roles and responsibilities are evolving, with different views on the future

utility, from expanding their roles to provide more grid and customer services, to setting them

as market facilitators (like unbundled DSOs in Europe), or even completely separating the

role of grid ownership from operation and planning (Independent DSO model) [135][138][139]

5.1.2. EV status in the grid

V2G-able EVs face great difficulties regarding their connection requirements and legal

status as flexibility providers. Connection requirements can be burdensome, as V2G-capable

EVs need to comply with requirements both as producers and consumers, as well as ad-

ministrative procedures to declare and allow distributed sources to participate as flexibility

providers. Legal status of V2G installations should also be clarified and aligned with that

of storage, with tariffs and charges that prevent double taxation.

Regulators, system operators, and EV and EVSE manufacturers need to work to stan-

dardize interconnection requirements to ensure system and end-user safety, while easing

administrative procedures. For example, the French regulator issued a series of recommenda-

tions regarding the interconnection requirements, mainly for the definition of the decoupling

protection, as well as simplification of administrative procedures [140]. In 2019, Delaware

state passed legislation that defined the perimeter of V2G, defined clear interconnection pro-

cedures (adopting SAE J3072 safety for on-board bidirectional chargers [141]) and allowed

net-metering to provide a level-playing field with utility-scale storage [142]. These measures

have been suggested to other states as well [143].

5.2. Interactions with grid operators

An important aspect is how the different stakeholders interact along the flexibility value

chain. There are interactions between flexibility providers and flexibility customers, in this

case EV users and DSOs respectively, and interactions between DSOs and TSOs as potential

flexibility customers, where their level of coordination and cooperation will affect how local

flexibility is used.
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5.2.1. EV users-DSO interaction

DSOs can procure flexibility from end-users directly or indirectly. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 5.1, DSOs can procure flexibility using different solutions. By using direct obligations

(grid codes) for flexibility provision or contract arrangements (such as interruptible con-

tracts), DSOs will directly interact with EV users acquiring permission to directly control

the EV charging process.

On the other hand, market-based procurement via flexibility platforms usually needs an

aggregator that would gather multiple flexibility resources. This is currently the case for

ancillary services and BRP energy arbitrage as done by existing EV aggregators. It could be

expected that a growing number of EVs will become associated to an aggregator’s program,

therefore likely to meet communication and control requirements for the smart charging

process. This will allow the provision of market-based flexibility services to DSOs by EV

fleets.

5.2.2. DSO-TSO interaction

Currently there is only limited cooperation between DSOs and TSOs. As more DERs

are connected into distribution networks and start providing ancillary services, like EVs

providing frequency response, DSO-TSO cooperation will become increasingly important to

guarantee the safe and reliable operation of the power system. This has been highlighted by

the scientific community [84][144], industry and regulators [80], and was considered as a key

aspect in the European Clean Energy Package.

SmartNet is a key demonstrator project that focused on DSO-TSO coordination, con-

sidering data exchange, monitoring and the provision of ancillary services from distributed

sources [144]. Five possible coordination schemes for flexibility procurement by DSOs and

TSOs were analyzed and different schemes emerged depending on the level of DSO-TSO

cooperation, their roles and responsibilities definition and the level of integration of markets

(centralized or decentralized). Higher coordination can present benefits on operational se-

curity and reliability and in asset efficiency, both in centralized and decentralized schemes,

but it also carries higher computational and ICT burden, and poses regulatory issues.

In [84], authors analyzed possible cooperation between DSO and TSO according to the
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system state for congestion management, considering both operational issues and market

issues. They found that cooperation can arise from forward stages (long- and medium- term),

by harmonizing practices and data for capacity calculation, at day-ahead (short-term), by

joint or coordinated flexibility procurement, and in real-time stages, by ensuring grid security

in firmness and capacity allocation. Conflicts may arise if flexible resources (such as EVs)

are required by the DSOs and TSOs concurrently. [47] analyzed this issue in a context of

distribution congestion management and primary frequency response services. Definition of

priorities on flexibility procurement, activation and compensation will be needed in these

cases.

6. End-user aspects

6.1. User behavior

To evaluate the impacts and flexibility potential of EVs it is necessary to have reliable

data on user behavior and advanced models to forecast EV usages and electricity demand

[52][145][146]. In particular, the key aspects to factor in are energy requirements and con-

nection time, which depend on how EVs are used, and when, where and how much they

are charged. Since EVs are a relatively new technology, this data is scarce or might not be

representative of future trends. This make demonstrator projects hugely valuable since they

provide insight into real data on EV usage and charging patterns. For example, My Electric

Avenue [147][148], SwitchEV [149] and Electric Nation [74] projects provide insights on resi-

dential EV user behavior in the UK, showing the behavioral diversity of EV drivers. Driving

and charging patterns are affected by various factors, including driving purposes (commuting

or other purposes), driving behavior (aggressive drivers have lower energy efficiency), driv-

ing conditions (topography, road congestion, outside temperature) [149]), plug-in preferences,

battery sizes (EVs with bigger batteries tend to be connected fewer times per week)[52], and

availability of charging infrastructure.

Flexibility provision will also depend on the use-case and charging infrastructure consid-

ered. At-home (overnight) charging has been widely studied [44][149][55][94][99], showing

to have high flexibility potential. Studies analyzing charging patterns in PCI [150][151],
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and in workplace locations [152], have also found that EVs are idle (not charging) a signif-

icant amount of time, thus inducing inefficiencies in charging infrastructure utilization, but

also opening an opportunity for smart charging. Therefore, understanding EV user driving

and charging patterns is necessary to properly assess the impacts of EV integration and to

identify opportunities for flexibility provision.

Understanding behavioral aspects is more important at distribution level, as clustering

of EV users into a certain area or neighborhood can create issues at local level, even while

overall EV diffusion remains low [153][154]. Usage patterns at local level (urban vs. rural

usage), plug-in behavior [155][52], and weekly and seasonal variations in EV usage [145] will

also impact the distribution grid and the flexibility potential of EV fleets.

EV user segmentation is also important to identify fleets with high flexibility potential.

Identifying different types of usages/users can provide complementary sources of flexibility

and should enable aggregators to better design flexibility offers around end-users needs. For

example, the driving and charging patterns of commercial fleets are different than private

ones [156]. Commercial or company fleets, with predictable and consistent usage patterns,

can be better assets for flexibility provision [157]. Demonstrator projects like Parker [42]

and GridMotion [43] have used company fleets to demonstrate V2G-based grid services.

6.2. User acceptance

Mobility is and will continue to be the primary purpose of EVs, so flexibility services

will need to meet end-user mobility requirements and expectations. From a technical per-

spective, flexibility services should guarantee a sufficient range to fulfill travel requirements,

and should not induce significant aging in the EV equipment, especially the battery, while

also enabling users to retain control of the charging process (opt-out). My Electric Avenue

project implemented a local congestion management trial in a residential and workplace en-

vironment. They found that end-users opted out of controlled charging when the control

process started to affect their charging requirements. Likewise, the Electric Nation project

showed that opt-out option was key for customer satisfaction, though rarely used (less than

5% of charging events) [74].

Providing economic incentives can help the acceptance of controlled charging, however
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they are not sufficient nor mandatory. [158] conducted a survey on acceptance of night-time

utility-controlled charging in Canada, and found potential support from between a half and

two thirds of the population and economic incentives increased readiness to accept smart

charging. Main concerns were loss of control and privacy. However, [159] found that economic

incentives are expected, though not significant for acceptance, and that the main factor is an

understanding for the need for grid flexibility and RES integration. In a more general case,

the EMPOWER project found that key factors for end-user acceptance of flexibility services

and local energy markets are: first, consuming local and renewable energy, and second, the

financial incentives that can be gained (electricity costs reduction) [160].

Finally, awareness and knowledge of grid services, specially V2G, is still very low, even

among experts [57]. It is therefore critical to raise awareness and educate EV users about

the utility of flexibility services to support the local grid and increase renewable energy

penetration, while developing services around end-users needs and expectations. This shows

that while economic incentives can help to increase user acceptance, other options such as

raising awareness, sharing charging data and even gamification [161] can boost end-user

engagement.

7. Discussion

EV grid integration is one of several challenges that face electricity systems. However,

it presents a great opportunity to move towards distributed, decarbonized, flexible power

systems. Exploiting EV flexibility can provide benefits for different actors in electricity

systems, from supporting the grid by providing ancillary services and increasing renewable

energy penetration, to reducing end-user electricity bills and providing energy autonomy as

back-up power. In particular, for distribution networks, EV flexibility can help to defer or

avoid costly reinforcements in highly uncertain scenarios, thus reducing the risk of stranded

assets. Furthermore, EV flexibility can help to make more efficient use of existing infras-

tructure, by providing peak shaving services and voltage support, and by providing fault

restoration or islanding services to reduce non-served energy.

The technical impacts of EV diffusion and the benefits of charging flexibility for dis-

tribution grids have been widely studied in the research community. These studies have
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mostly focused on developing new control algorithms and architectures for EV fleets, and

have tested them in different use cases, most of them centered on LV residential grids. There

has been less research on MV grids and rural or industrial/commercial environments.

The flexibility capability of EVs has been proven from a practical perspective. Demon-

strator projects have successfully managed to provide system-wide services such as primary

frequency response in the US (University of Delaware, PJM Interconnection) and in Europe

(Parker, Denmark and GridMotion, France), and there are already EV aggregators that

have commercial offers on the market, such as Nuvve and Jedlix. These actions show that

communication and control of large EV fleets is possible.

There are, nevertheless, some technical barriers to the development of flexibility services

at the distribution level. The main technical barriers are:

Observability in distribution grids: Need for increased observability by DSOs, ideally

close-to-real-time, to enable forecasting and flexibility activation.

Battery aging: Battery aging is a major factor in the economic viability and user ac-

ceptance of grid services. This effect should be thoroughly studied in the context of

distribution grid services, which can be more energy-intensive than frequency response

services.

Charging technology: Bidirectional chargers are still not a mature technology. They re-

main expensive and round-trip efficiency can be an issue. However, costs are expected

to fall and they could include additional capabilities, such as reactive power compen-

sation.

However, the main barriers to develop EV flexibility are not technical but economic and

institutional. These are:

Active management of distribution grids: DSOs should move from a ”fit-and-forget”

approach towards proactive management of their grids. This includes DSOs developing

new roles and responsibilities for grid operation and planning (including forecasting and

grid observability), as well as putting in place mechanisms that procure flexibility in a

cost-efficient way. Regulators need to work on providing DSOs with the incentives for

innovation and cost-efficiency.
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EV status in the grid: V2G-able EVs face significant regulatory and technical burden to

provide flexibility. Simplification and standardization of connection procedures and

adapted metering options are recommended.

DSO-TSO cooperation: Need for increased cooperation and coordination to enable flex-

ibility coming from all levels of the grid and to maintain secure and reliable operation

of the power system.

Value frameworks for flexibility: The mechanisms for exploiting flexibility at the distri-

bution level remain limited, but they are emerging, both in demonstrator projects and

real-life implementations like flexibility tenders and NWAs.

Value of services: Since the use of flexibility at the distribution level is just emerging, the

value that can be extracted from providing flexibility is still unclear. The additional

value that V2G can provide with respect to smart charging still needs more research.

However, in recent years there have been several advances in this regard. Regulators have

shown increasing interest in exploiting local flexibility from different sources and encouraging

smart management of DERs. The European Commission Clean Energy Act made a first step,

acknowledging the benefits of flexibility to reduce network costs and the need for regulators

to introduce incentives to prompt DSOs to better manage and plan their grids and foster

innovation. Note that European regulators (CEER) have also addressed the evolution of

DSO roles, the associated incentives, and the use of local flexibility.

Considering EV flexibility, regulators like OFGEM (UK) and CRE (France) have seriously

taken on the task of analyzing the challenges of EV integration (see [162] [140]), and several

V2G demonstrator projects have been funded, especially in the UK [163]. The Netherlands

has run several DSO-led projects where they test new solutions for hosting EVs, with active

involvement of DSOs through Elaad, an association for EV development.

In this regard, demonstrator projects play a crucial role by addressing all four key as-

pects: technical, economic, regulatory and user-related. Table 4 summarizes the analyzed

demonstrator projects in smart grids and VGI.

Most VGI projects have focused on proving the technical feasibility of EV flexibility and
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Table 4: Demonstrator projects analyzed

Project Period Region Research Topic

evolvDSO 2013-2016 Europe
DSO future roles,

tools and methods

SmartNet 2016-2018 Europe DSO-TSO coordination

IDE4L 2013-2016 Europe
Automation and ICT

for distribution grids

EMPOWER 2015-2017 Norway Local energy markets

INVADE 2017-2019 Europe
Distributed storage management

(EV & BESS)

InterFlex 2017-2019 Europe
Flexibility for distribution grids

Local flex markets

BienVEnu 2016-2018 France
Smart charging

in residential buildings

Parker 2016-2018 Denmark
Grid services using

commercial EVs

ACES 2017-2019 Denmark Vehicle-Grid Integration

My Electric Avenue 2013-2015 UK
EV integration

in LV grids

Electric Nation 2017-2019 UK
Large scale

Smart Charging trial

Electrific 2017-2019 Europe
Solutions for e-Mobility

(including VGI)

GridMotion 2018-2020 France EV Grid Services

Invent 2017-2020 California EV Grid Services

FlexPower 2017 Amsterdam VCC for PCI
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creating new technical solutions for EV grid integration without considering value mecha-

nisms (Electrific with a solution for LV voltage and congestion management [164], My Elec-

tric Avenue with a solution to handle overloading in LV residential grids), or their economic

viability on existing value mechanisms (balancing markets in Parker, balancing markets and

energy arbitrage in GridMotion). An exception is the FlexPower project, which has proven

the benefits of the VCCs as an innovative mechanism for PCI. Similar solutions could be

tested for other services, such as voltage regulation, where charging infrastructure could ben-

efit from lower connection costs or a higher capacity contract if it actively regulates voltage,

either using active or reactive power compensation.

Other projects have focused on short-term market solutions, such as flexibility platforms

with varying levels of coordination with TSOs (SmartNet, Interflex, INVADE), or local

energy markets (EMPOWER). However, this kind of solution is not yet ready to be im-

plemented, as flexibility resources need to become more abundant to allow competition at

the local level. For this reason, the first implementations have been in the form long-term

contracts (tenders in the UK and France, NWAs in the US).

Table 5 summarizes the services proposed in VGI demonstrator projects and the value

framework in which they can be translated.

Future smart grids will feature all four frameworks mentioned. Grid codes are needed to

ensure grid reliability, for example by defining requirements for protection under fault con-

ditions, or to reduce power quality issues [11]. The deployment of smart meters will allow

the implementation of dynamic tariffs with higher temporal and geographical granularity

that will incite users to adopt smart charging strategies, reducing the burden on distribution

grids. The implementation of dynamic tariffs should help dealing with most day-to-day grid

issues. However, contingencies can still occur in the distribution grid. Flexibility procure-

ment through mid-to-long-term auctions or flexible contracts can improve distribution grid

reliability and planning, by ensuring a minimum amount of flexibility available for contin-

gencies or extreme events. In the operational timeframe, flexibility can be procured at lower

costs through local flexibility markets in coordination with balancing flexibility for the TSOs.

Research gaps have been identified, which should be further addressed in the literature:

• A thorough characterization of flexibility requirements for distribution grids, i.e., the
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Table 5: Analyzed EV related demonstrator projects.

Project Service
Value

framework

BienVEnu
Residential building

bill optimization
Grid tariffs

My Electric Avenue LV CM Interruptible contract*

Electric Nation MV CM VCC via aggregator*

FlexPower
Peak shaving

RES integration
VCC for PCI

InterFlex LV CM
Local flexibility

market

INVADE
LV CM

Energy arbitrage

Local flexibility

market

Electrific LV CM and VR *

Parker Frequency regulation Balancing markets

GridMotion
Energy arbitrage

Frequency regulation

Energy and

balancing markets

CM: Congestion management. VR: Voltage regulation.

*Value framework not explicitly addressed in the project
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frequency, duration and amount of flexibility needed to solve grid issues. The models

to provide flexibility will differ according to whether the service is required only a few

days a year to cope with peak demand, or if it is needed all-year-round. It can also

affect the fleet size required to provide these flexibility services and the impact on

battery degradation.

• Quantification of the value of different EV services. As most studies analyze each

service separately (congestion management, voltage regulation, losses reduction), there

is no common valuation of these services. This can help prioritize the services that

EVs can provide.

• Quantification of the value of V2G with respect to smart charging. While this has

been addressed in the frequency response framework (for example in [13]), it has been

less thoroughly reviewed at distribution level.

• The coordination of EV flexibility provision within different frameworks still needs

further research. For example, the coordination of flexibility provision through market

frameworks in the presence of dynamic tariffs for end-users, or the coordination between

EVs providing ancillary services to the TSO and to the DSO.

• Studies should consider realistic driving and plug-in behavior. Most studies assume

that EVs are plugged-in every day, which overestimates the potential flexibility that

EV fleets can effectively provide, and do not consider local mobility patterns (urban

vs. rural conditions). Advanced data-driven models can help overcome these issues.

8. Conclusion

This work analyzed the technical, economic, regulatory, and user-related aspects that

arise for the proactive integration of EVs into distribution grids. This integration takes

place against a broader backdrop of cross-sector electrification and decentralized generation

that poses serious challenges to distribution grids operation and planning. EVs, through

smart charging and V2G, can provide flexibility to electricity systems, thus reducing the

impact of their integration and even creating value for different stakeholders along the value
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chain, such as end-customers, aggregators and system operators, and help the integration of

renewable energy.

EVs can provide DSOs with various services, including investment deferral on the plan-

ning timeframe, and congestion management, voltage regulation and back-up power in opera-

tional time frames. The ability to provide these services has been proven technically, but the

technologies (bidirectional chargers, reactive power control) and communication protocols

needed to exploit the full potential of EV flexibility are not yet widespread.

The main barriers for EVs to provide flexibility services to distribution grids are economic

and institutional. DSOs have only recently started to change operational and planning

practices to move from a ”fit-and-forget” approach to an active management of their grids, so

there are no widespread value frameworks under which EVs can provide flexibility to DSOs.

This work analyzed four possible value frameworks (grid codes, connection agreements, tariffs

and market platforms) to use flexibility at the distribution level, and their applications with

EV fleets in demonstrator projects. In future smart-grids, we expect that these frameworks

will coexist, such as dynamic tariffs for EVs that can incite EV-users to charge at low-impact

hours, market platforms that can explicitly procure flexibility for DSO needs, and long-term

contracts to provide flexibility in the case of unexpected events.

The adoption of smart charging and V2G will ultimately depend on end-user acceptance.

The flexibility services covered in this paper will only be possible if they are built around

end-users primary need of mobility. Understanding users’ mobility and charging habits will

be key for flexibility development.
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